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Abstract 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) recently presented a roadmap to full adoption of 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in the United States (US) that has troubled many in the 

accounting community. This paper examines and evaluates the arguments both for and against adoption of 

IFRS in the US from the accounting, business, and academic communities. Through this analysis, it was 

determined that adoption would be too costly, would not significantly improve accounting standards, and 

would be impractical. Further, the drawbacks of IFRS adoption outweigh any purported advantages and 

make adoption unrealistic and undesirable at this time; major changes in IFRS and/or GAAP are still needed 

to bring the two standards closer together before adoption. Standard-setters, regulators, and policy-makers 

should take slow and calculated actions bringing the US closer to adoption and reevaluate along the way. 
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Accounting Standards in the United States: Is the Adoption of IFRS the Answer? 

Introduction 

The desire to develop and implement a single worldwide accounting standard has existed for over 40 

years. The process began in 1966 when accounting organizations from the US, Canada, and the UK formed 

an International Study Group (ISG) to implement a worldwide set of standards (Institute of Chartered 

Accountants, 2009). Since then, the ISG has given way to two more agencies that have developed a semi-

comprehensive list of standards that are now known as the International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) (Institute of Chartered Accountants, 2009). In 2002, the International Accounting Standards Board 

(IASB) and the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in the US signed the Norwalk Agreement “in 

which they pledged to work together to develop a set of ‘fully compatible’ accounting standards as soon as 

possible” (Stice, Stice, & Skousen, 2007, p. 20). Since then, about 100 countries, including the European 

Union, have formally adopted IFRS (Scannell & Slater, 2008). A roadmap to full adoption of IFRS was 

proposed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in August 2008. If certain conditions are met in 

2011, the US will begin shifting to IFRS in 2014, at which point large “accelerated” US-listed public 

companies would be required to report results in accordance to the international standard (Patrisso, 2008, p. 

8). By the end of the next decade, it is likely all US companies will be required to use IFRS. This has sparked 

a large-scale debate within the financial accounting community. Although proponents of IFRS claim that the 

effects of globalization, the complexity of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) in the US, and 

the benefits over the long haul make adoption attractive and necessary, but adoption would be too costly, 

switching would not improve accounting standards, and, most importantly, adoption would be impractical; 

therefore, one must conclude that the adoption of IFRS is not the right course of action to take at this time 

and significant strides must be made before IFRS is considered for use in the US. 

IFRS/GAAP Differences 

Though adoption has been a commitment of both US and international accounting boards for several 

years, major differences between US GAAP and IFRS still exist. Alfred Popken and Lewis Dulitz, partners at 
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Deloitte, note that “there are significant areas of difference” between IFRS and GAAP (Popken & Dulitz, 

2008, p. 3). For starters, unlike US GAAP which is rules-based and extraordinarily detailed, IFRS is 

principles-based, provides little guidance to accountants, and allows professionals to exercise their judgment 

in making accounting decisions (p. 4-5). Not only are the fundamental frameworks dissimilar, but certain 

accounting issues are also handled very differently (Gill, 2007). Some of these differences are easily 

reconcilable. For example, IFRS prohibits the use of the last-in, first-out (LIFO) inventory valuation method 

and also forbids reporting items as “extraordinary” on the income statement (Gill, 2007). In these cases, a 

company would simply present inventory according to the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method which it must 

already calculate for GAAP purposes. Similarly, it would report a formerly “extraordinary” item as income 

or a loss under the “other” section of the statement and footnote the event. In other cases, like with the use of 

fair value measurements, derivatives, equity investments, and revenue recognition, the differences can be 

difficult to resolve at best. However, many areas of IFRS are similar to US GAAP and accountants likely 

know more than they think they do about international standards (Popken & Dulitz, 2008, p. 3). Despite 

some major differences, some are still proposing IFRS adoption. 

The Argument in Favor of Adoption 

According to its proponents, there are a number of reasons to adopt IFRS in the US, the chief of 

which is the force of globalization. As business becomes increasingly global, many advocates argue that one 

accounting standard worldwide is all but inevitable and now is the right time for adoption. Gary Illiano, 

Partner-in-Charge of International and Domestic Accounting for accounting firm Grant Thornton, sums up 

the globalization argument quite well. Illiano asserts that “one set of standards brings greater transparency, 

credibility, and comparability of companies, regardless of political boundaries” (2008, p. 6). Illiano goes on 

to assert that IFRS implementation will “lower the cost of capital” for US companies and “provide for the 

free flow of capital across borders” which will “allow for the most efficient allocation of capital to the 

benefit of all participating economies” (p. 6). Further, he claims that both individual investors and companies 

will have more options when looking into various investments abroad because they can do so “without 

reconciling foreign GAAP to other [the] GAAP with which they are familiar” (p. 7). Moreover, “comparing 
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similar companies from different jurisdictions would be easier” with IFRS as the prevailing worldwide 

accounting standard (p. 7). This has the potential to increase the amount of foreign merger and acquisition 

activity and promote the increased development of multinational firms. Finally, proponents claim that 

adoption of a single worldwide set of accounting standards would “maintain U.S. companies' status as 

competitive global players” (Johnson, 2008a, p. 52). Globalization is an undoubtedly powerful force that, 

regardless of IFRS adoption, will play an increasingly important role. 

Another argument for IFRS adoption is that the global set of standards is less complex and less 

“cumbersome to apply” than current US GAAP. According to Seth Levine, Regional Faculty Manager for 

Becker CPA Review, the “complexity of current US standards has taken a toll on domestic companies” 

(2008, p. 12). Levine states that “decades of detailed financial reporting guidance from multiple US standard-

setting bodies make navigating and applying US standards extremely difficult, complex, and cumbersome” 

(p. 12). Representatives from the Big Four accounting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) agree. In an 

October 2007 publication entitled “IFRS: The right step for US business,” PwC asserts that IFRS is “less 

cumbersome to apply than US GAAP,” which “reduces… the risk of errors” (2007, p. 8-9). IFRS is 

decidedly less complex than US GAAP. US GAAP covers several volumes and 25,000 pages with stringent 

rules and detailed interpretations for many different circumstances; IFRS, on the other hand, comprises a 

mere 2,500 pages with relaxed rules and little guidance (Cohn, 2008). Supporters claim that IFRS is “high-

quality principles-based” system that “allows [for] the use of sound professional judgment” 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2007, p. 19). Consistent with this logic is the notion that IFRS is more adaptable 

than GAAP and may improve the accuracy of financial reporting.  

Under US GAAP, accounting changes and additions take years to formulate and implement, and, 

therefore, make the standard less adaptable in the ever changing environment of business today. Since IFRS 

is principles-based, changes can occur much more rapidly as practitioners solve problems independently by 

using (and extending) the conceptual framework already in place. Moreover, the conceptual framework of 

IFRS may make reporting more accurate since the rules laid down by GAAP may not exactly match each 

situation in which they must be applied. IFRS allows professionals to use the principles it lays down in order 
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to account for the specific situation at hand, even when that situation has not been covered by guidance from 

a GAAP source (like the FASB or the AICPA). Though a set of financial statements may be presented 

“fairly… in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles,” it is not always enough to avoid 

prosecution as seen in the 1969 case of U.S. v. Simon (Leone, 2008b). A principles-based system may solve 

this problem by placing power in the hands of auditors and financial executives to make decisions on how to 

report cases where GAAP reporting guidance would not precisely represent the company’s situation. 

The last major reason to adopt IFRS according to supporters is that, in the long run, the benefits of 

adoption will exceed costs. Some companies will recognize a benefit from conversion right away. 

Multinationals that are preparing a set of books for each standard of accounting under which they operate 

will be able to eliminate US GAAP and may be able to report solely under IFRS, resulting in tremendous 

cost savings and increased efficiency. Duplicative effort in financial preparation would be eliminated. The 

information technology, management, and corporate governance functions stand to be more streamlined 

under IFRS adoption (Illiano, 2008, p. 7). Also, a widely-followed study conducted in 2007 (with data from 

2006) by Jack Ciesielski, a CPA and CFA, found a tremendous number of differences between earnings 

reported under US GAAP and under IFRS. In the majority (63%) of the 167 companies Ciesielski studied, he 

found that IFRS reporting increased earnings, with a median increase of 11.1% (Ciesielski, 2008, p. 1). The 

potential to cut back on duplicative work, overhaul companies’ information systems, and increase earnings 

make adoption even more attractive to some. Though adoption may seem attractive given its claimed 

benefits, many in the accounting community oppose IFRS adoption. 

The Argument Against Adoption 

Opponents question the true costs and benefits of adoption. Adoption will certainly be costly for 

companies who will have to train staff, hire consulting firms, and change accounting software to ready them 

for the switchover. W. David Albrecht, a CPA and professor of accounting at Bowling Green State 

University, estimates that the accounting switchover and additional staff training will cost roughly $2 trillion 

(Albrecht, 2008b). Albrecht estimates that indirect costs (like the loss of market value due to weakened 

investor confidence) could add up to $3 trillion, while projected benefits may be only $100 billion (Albrecht, 
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2008b). Though these figures are arguably high, they are not likely all that off-base given the high costs that 

companies have faced in implementing the additional controls required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 

One study estimates solely the total indirect costs (mainly loss of market value) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act at 

$1.4 trillion (Zhang, 2007, p. 2). Further, critics argue that few benefits will be realized for the vast majority 

of public companies required to make the switchover.  

Small and large public companies without foreign operations or those without the want or need to 

seek capital abroad must make a large-scale and costly conversion but capture few, if any, benefits. A 

company like Kroger fits this description perfectly. This Fortune 100 Company with a $16 billion market 

capitalization and over $70 billion in fiscal year 2008 sales has no international operations nor is it listed on 

an international exchange. Updating or modifying its systems and adequately training its staff would likely 

be a multi-million dollar proposition for the company. This was certainly the case for petroleum giant BP, 

who spent $100 million dollars in its conversion to IFRS just in the first year, with projected second and third 

year costs totaling $150 million (Albrecht, 2008b). Micro-cap companies may even be worse off with costs 

possibly representing a significant portion of earnings (as was the case with Sarbanes-Oxley compliance). As 

a result, many smaller companies may decide to de-list from US exchanges to avoid the massive outlay likely 

required for the IFRS conversion. Moreover, though IFRS and GAAP are similar, there are some key 

differences that will create headaches for companies making the switch.  

 IFRS critics also argue that the principles-based approach offered by the international standard isn’t 

fundamentally better (and may even be worse) than the current rules-based U.S. GAAP. In 1999, the FASB 

found more than 250 vital differences between IFRS (then IAS) and GAAP in major categories, like 

recognition and lack of requirements or guidance (Leuz, 2003, p. 449). The FASB also concluded the 

international standards are of lower quality than US GAAP (p. 449). Thomas Selling, a former professor at 

the Thunderbird School of Management, consultant, and co-author of a textbook on IFRS, maintains that 

“very little has happened in the ensuing eight years [since the FASB’s report], except for some shuffling of 

the deck chairs, to change that conclusion [that IFRS is worse than GAAP]” (Selling, 2008). Shyam Sunder, 

a professor at the Yale School of Management and the former president of the American Accounting 
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Association, agrees. He affirms that the idea of “good” or “better quality” standards is up for interpretation. 

Sunder notes that “the SEC does not explain what it means by ‘high quality’ [when it talks about IFRS]. 

Qualities such as decision usefulness, reliability, timeliness, and verifiability often conflict: expensing the 

value of employee stock options is a high-quality standard for some and low for others” (Sunder, 2008). This 

means that the perception of quality is largely dependent upon the individual making the assessment and that 

IFRS is not objectively and verifiably better than US GAAP.  

Additionally, critics argue that IFRS adoption would lead to an increase in fraudulent activity and a 

decline in investor confidence. Sunder contends that “principles-based standards are less enforceable by 

allowing more room for judgment of managers and auditors” (Sunder, 2008). According to a 

PricewaterhouseCoopers briefing document: “the legal and regulatory environment will need to evolve in 

ways that remain to be seen [in order for IFRS to succeed]” (Crovitz, 2008). Further, “regulators will need to 

respect well-reasoned professional judgments” (Crovitz, 2008). Critics fear that this would amount to more 

slack regulations and an up tick in the frequency and severity of fraud. Finally, critics cite the Ciesielski 

study mentioned previously in this paper as proof that IFRS is vastly different from and less conservative 

than US GAAP (Briginshaw, 2008). Since this is this case, some, like John Briginshaw, assistant professor of 

accounting at Pepperdine University, reason that “investors used to analyzing U.S. GAAP income will have 

to adjust and discount IFRS figures: one additional dollar of IFRS profit indicates slightly lesser incremental 

economic health and, if the underlying assumptions of accounting are accepted, slightly lesser ability to pay 

down debt and pay dividends in the future than one dollar of income calculated under U.S. GAAP” 

(Briginshaw, 2008). This has the effect of diminishing investor confidence in company financial reporting. 

This has the gloomy potential to slash companies’ stock market value as investors become uncertain as to 

what companies are actually worth and sell as a result.  

 In addition, critics argue that IFRS is not a good fit with US culture and adoption would undermine 

the US regulatory system and force the US to cede control of its accounting standards. Charles Neimeier, 

member and former acting chair of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), has his 

doubts about the match between US culture and IFRS (Johnson, 2008c). According to Neimeier, the US is 
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“taking a risk of ‘becoming like everyone else’ and could put its reputation as the country with the lowest 

cost of capital in jeopardy” (Johnson, 2008c). Niemeier also believes that IFRS adoption would undermine 

the US regulatory system by “de-link[ing] us from our regulatory model” (Leone, 2008b). He further noted 

that IFRS is difficult to enforce since it is principles-based, which would make it easier to remove the 

regulations put in place by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (Leone, 2008b). Others, like Albrecht of Bowling 

Green State, assert that adopting IFRS would be tantamount to ceding control of US accounting standards to 

the IASB in London and that the regulatory and oversight infrastructure is not nearly as well developed 

internationally as it is in the US. Albrecht argues that “the international system is not the equal of the U.S. 

system in any of the key structural components. In other words, it has a poorly developed infrastructure that 

severely limits how well it can perform” (Albrecht, 2008a). The international system, Albrecht contends, 

lacks many fundamental elements key to the success of IFRS worldwide, like global versions of the SEC and 

PCAOB, as well as a unified system of securities markets (Albrecht, 2008a). Although the SEC would still 

maintain technical control over US accounting standards, the agency would cede effective control to IASB 

regulators in London who make decisions with more than just US interests in mind (as opposed to the current 

US-centric FASB). Potential problems with culture and regulation naturally flow into the issue of 

practicality. 

 Critics assert that practical issues that effectively block successful adoption. In a 2007 article for 

CFO, Sarah Johnson outlines several key logistical issues that “stand in the way” of adoption. First, she notes 

that “there are at least 10 major accounting issues that must be ironed out before a global set of standards is 

ready” (Johnson, 2007). Further, she asserts that “the future stability of the IASB is in question, as it 

currently receives voluntary contributions (compared with FASB, which receives funding from SEC 

registrants' fees)” (Johnson, 2007). Finally, Johnson indicates that there are still many unanswered questions 

regarding adoption, such as the future of XBRL (“the interactive data language touted by the SEC as the 

future of financial reporting”) and the ways in which “state laws and securities regulations tied to GAAP 

[will] have to be changed” (Johnson, 2007). Others take issue with the aggressive timeline laid out by the 

SEC to adopt IFRS; five years is an awfully short period of time to take such broad and decisive (“Best of 
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2008,” 2008). Other issues, like the massive shifts needed in education and information technology under 

such hard-hitting time constraints, may be the biggest hurdles to adoption.  

Not only do current professionals need to be re-trained, as mentioned previously, but the CPA exam 

must be retooled and students and faculty members must also be educated in IFRS. Making the switch is not 

easy, detractors argue, since IFRS is “a business issue and not just an accounting issue… it affects 

management accounting, auditing, and IT systems” meaning that just “adding an intermediate accounting 

course” won’t solve the problem and address the larger issue (Leone, 2008a). Changing or updating IT 

system software is another important issue. The latest versions of the two largest and most popular enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) systems (SAP and Oracle) already effectively support IFRS and running two sets of 

accounting standards simultaneously (Johnson, 2008b). However, those with older versions of the software 

or who have a less popular software package may have to upgrade if IFRS becomes mandated (Johnson, 

2008b). It is clear that of all the drawbacks to IFRS, impracticality is the largest and most important to tackle.  

Assessment 

 Proponents and critics alike have exaggerated their arguments and may have not scrutinized all of 

their points rigorously enough because many of their claims do not seem to hold water upon further review. 

Proponents claim that globalization is inevitable and that by adopting IFRS, the US will create a system 

whereby capital can flow freely as investors and businesses easily compare financial statements produced by 

companies from around the world. As one critic points out: “comparability of financial statements [around 

the world]… is a ‘pipe dream’ because of the interaction between standards and the unique market, financial, 

governmental, legal, and commerce environment of that country” (Albrecht, 2008c). Countries routinely 

create their own rules and interpretations which will make comparability and the “one global standard truly 

challenging. Further, as Briginshaw pointed out, IFRS has the potential to reduce investor confidence rather 

than increase it. Proponents also cite the simplicity of IFRS as a reason for adoption and state that the 

intricacies of GAAP rules have negatively impacted domestic companies. However, in some circumstances, 

GAAP may actually be easier to apply than IFRS since GAAP simply requires that the company follow the 

prescribed rules already set in place. On the other hand, IFRS requires the company to think about each 
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transaction and apply a broad-sweeping principle – a proposition that is often much harder to carry out than 

simply applying a well-defined set of rules. Additionally, IFRS may or may not be more accurate than 

GAAP. Although each accountant will likely treat IFRS principles similarly, wild differences could occur 

that would make reports less accurate and less comparable. Finally, IFRS proponents argue that costs will 

exceed benefits for companies over the long-haul. This is hard to judge and the verdict is still out; however, 

given the large amount of skepticism and doubt present within the accounting community, this should not yet 

be counted as a reason to adopt IFRS. There are clearly some flaws in the proponents’ arguments, but the 

critics’ points do not go without scrutiny. 

 Some of the critics’ points also do not withstand further evaluation. As a reason not to switch to 

IFRS, critics claim that the standards would increase the chance of fraud, undermine the US regulatory 

system, and cede control of US accounting standards to an independent international agency. If a person is 

determined enough to commit fraud, no one can stop them (Silverstone & Davia, 2005, p. 26). Even when 

fraud is not being perpetrated, companies can still use so-called “creative accounting” to manipulate the 

books in their favor (Blake et al., 2000, p. 136). Take leasing as an example. The international standard 

governing the topic (IAS 17) is very general and vague (Stice et al., 2007, p. 900). This may allow those who 

want to account for a particular lease as an “operating lease” to do it by interpreting the principle in a way 

that makes it possible for them to do so. However, the standard for capitalizing leases under GAAP (which is 

really straight forward and clear cut) is easy to manipulate by simply structuring the lease in such a way that 

it meets (or does not meet) the capitalization criteria (Blake et al., 2000, p.137). Saying that IFRS will allow 

for more fraud is less than accurate. The SEC has already ceded effective control of US accounting standards 

to the FASB, an independent agency not controlled by the government. Yielding control to the IASB is not 

that large of a leap for the US to take. Plus, the SEC still has the final say over accounting standards and can 

easily create additional regulations with which public companies must comply (as other countries that use 

IFRS have done previously). This strengthens the argument that IFRS statements are not comparable from 

country to country (because of differences in various national regulations) but obliterates the contention that 

the US will lose control over its accounting standards. This also means that IFRS has little chance of 
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undermining the US regulatory environment since the SEC will still maintain an adequate level of authority. 

Clearly, the opposition to adoption has made some errors in their arguments; however, on the whole, the 

opposition is correct.  

Conclusion 

The drawbacks of IFRS adoption outweigh any purported advantages and make adoption unrealistic 

and undesirable at this time. Major changes in IFRS and/or GAAP are still needed to bring the two standards 

closer together before adoption. The SEC and the FASB have failed to adequately address the important 

differences between the two standards and the staunch criticism that remains. This must be done before 

adoption is palatable. However, bringing the two standards together could be as objectionable as adopting 

IFRS unchanged right now. Changing IFRS into an image of GAAP could eliminate many of the purported 

benefits of adoption (like its “simple” principles-based nature) and upset the rest of the world who want to 

keep IFRS the way it is (Cohn, 2008). If IFRS is adopted in the US and remains unchanged, the rest of the 

world would be appeased but that would come at a huge cost to US businesses and investors. This suggests 

that adoption will create clear “winners” and “losers” and that unless someone (likely US businesses and 

investors) is willing to make concessions, the US may never converge. But, if the US never adopts IFRS, is 

that such a bad thing? Adoption isn’t worth it so long as it remains impractical and its costs exceed its 

benefits. Though adoption is a noble goal, the last thing that should be done is to jump head first into a 

decision that could cost the nation trillions of dollars and provide few benefits for all the trouble it would 

cause. Standard-setters, regulators, and policy-makers, should, therefore, not adopt IFRS at this time, but 

instead take slow and calculated actions bringing the US closer to adoption and reevaluate along the way.  
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